Review Of Our Last Game Against Watford
Iwobi showed in last game why he is an amazing player. I am starting to believe that He
understands his role better under Unai strategy and guidance. He will make a fine anchor man
very soon - someone who will contribute assists and goals in double figures every season. He is
still young. Awesome guy he is. He's stepped up this seasonLeno keeping the clean sheet and
making two very important saves seems like a pretty damn good debut for him. The team play is
what led to this chances, but for him individually, he had an amazing debut. Cech is likely out for
likely a month now.
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This is Leno's opportunity to show he isn't just a top prospect, and he is a starting keeper. I
believe he is our best option for Emery's game plan of building off the back. It's great to see Ozil
continuously scoring. This is the Ozil we paid for and the Ozil we want to see. Ozil showed
much more fight and was simply more energetic and didn't get rolled over when players get
close to him, he fought back to run a lot more, hope he can be like this for the rest of the
season. The team has a fighting spirit now! Ya Gunners Ya! We played alright. Iwobi changed
the game should start over Ramsey now.
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Brilliant performance in last 10 minutes and absolutely defending from Rob Holding, the positive
thing on our defense. We can see holding improved greatly. Man of the match for me. Solid
performance. Reminded me of when he played Chelsea and kept Costa in his pocket. Holding
and Iwobi to start from now on! Watford played well but 7 wins in a row are great. Aubameyang
seems not playing well with his current position, he needs that striker role and Lacazette is now
on fire so how we gonna do this because I know emery can't put him on the bench.
Ramsey should be benched. I loved him of course but at this point, Iwobi and Mhiki are both
better at right side so Ozil can play at his true position at attacking mid. Leno finally has the
place, speedy recovery for Cech, give Iwobi more playing time and give Ramsey time to find his
performance again. Goal 1 was pure luck and goal 2 Ozil finesse.
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